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The 
Inquisitors 
Sociology 101 
Introduction to Sociology

Fall 2019 
by Dr. B. Brian Foster 
      bofoster@olemiss.edu 
on  Tuesday and Thursday 
from 4:00 P.M. - 5:15 P.M. 
in Lamar Hall 130 

COURSE OVERVIEW 
When Barbara Jordan took the floor during the 1974 impeachment 
proceedings against President Richard Nixon, her task was to offer 
context for the decision that was to come. That day Jordan called 
herself an inquisitor—a person committed to asking critical 
questions about the society in which she lived. She was a truth-
teller, fearless and forward. This class asks you to be like Jordan, 
an inquisitor. Yet, while Jordan’s subject was a corrupting 
president, yours will be society and the people in it. This class is 
about a particular method of inquisition—sociology, which focuses 
on human interaction and society; and I am asking you to be a 
particular type of inquisitor—a sociologist, which requires looking 
beyond easy, surface-level understandings of the world. First on 
our agenda is to overview the perspectives and figures that have 
been foundational to the discipline and practice of sociology. We 
will study social theory and sociological methodologies, and read 
the work of scholars like W.E.B. DuBois and Ida B. Wells. Second on 
our agenda is to explore some of the most foundational concepts in 
the study of the social world (e.g., socialization, culture, agency). 
Third, we will explore some prominent markers of social identity: 
race, class, gender, and sexuality. Finally, we will survey a range of 
local, national, and global social problems (and approaches to 
social change). We are inquisitors, critical of ourselves, power 
brokers, and the spaces and places that we (and they) live, work, 
and play. We are inquisitors. We ask difficult questions and do the 
(even more) difficult work of moving toward answers. We are 
inquisitors—truth-tellers, fearless and forward.
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COURSE OBJECTIVES 
If you stay current on course material and are engaged with class assignments, you will 
complete this course with (1) a working understanding of what sociology is and what 
sociologists do; (2) familiarity with the major debates in sociology; (3) the ability to apply 
theoretical concepts in your everyday life; and (4) a toolkit for refining and 
communicating your views about a range of topics. Beyond these, note the general 
curricular goals of the university’s College of Liberal Arts. 
BOOKS AND COURSE MATERIAL 
I will provide access to all course material via the class’s Blackboard webpage. 
COURSE FORMAT 
You should come to class each day expecting to engage in the day’s lecture and discussion, 
and prepared to participate in any in-class activities and group work that are on the agenda. 
You can also expect somewhat regular reading “pop tests.” Attendance is vital to your 
success in this course. You are allowed a maximum of three non-university-related absences 
(excused or unexcused). Each absence beyond the allowed 3 will elicit a 7-point deduction 
from your final grade. 
CLASSROOM EXPECTATIONS 
BE ON TIME.  
Excusing extenuating circumstances like Judgement Day, the Apocalypse, or a surprise 
Gucci Mane concert, class will start at 4:00 P.M. sharp and end no later than 5:15 P.M. 
Promptness also applies to assignment deadlines. I do not accept late work. 
BE RESPECTFUL.  
We are all different. We have different experiences. We like different things. We come 
from different places. These differences—whether by race, gender, sexuality, nationality, 
or otherwise—do not negate the duty of respect.  
BE ENGAGED.  
Please come to class prepared to pay attention and contribute during class discussion. 
Laptops are the only electronic devices permitted for in class use, and they should only be 
used for note-taking (i.e., no online shopping, social media, etc.). 
ACCOMODATIONS 
The University of Mississippi is committed to creating inclusive learning environments for 
all students. If there are aspects of the design or instruction of this course that hinders 
your full inclusion or participation, or the accurate assessment of your work, please let me 
know either in person or via email. You may also contact the university’s Office of Student 
Disability Services (sds@olemiss.edu) directly. 
CONTACT 
Email (bofoster@olemiss.edu) is the most effective way to communicate with me outside of 
class. I typically check and respond to emails on Wednesday and Friday mornings. You 
may also schedule an office-hours appointment. 
CLASS AND UNIVERSITY HONOR CODE 
The University Honor Code applies to all course-related work. Please review all provisions 
outlined in the Honor Code and MBook. This course has a zero-tolerance policy for cases 
of academic misconduct, defined as “any effort to gain an advantage not given to all 
students” (e.g., plagiarism, misrepresenting your work). Violations of the academic 
conduct policy will result in an automatic failing grade on the assignment (see MBook for 
more).the academic conduct policy will result in an automatic failing grade on the 
assignment (see MBook for more). 
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GRADE COMPONENTS 
In-Class Contributions (7%) 
Seven percent of your course grade is based on your presence, attentiveness, engagement, 
and contributions in class.  
Memorandums (8%) 
Eight percent of your course grade is based on your completion of in-class “memorandum” 
submissions. Each day when we meet, I will give you a packet of “memorandum” 
handouts, which will include short-essay prompts and thought exercises related to the 
day’s material. You are to complete and pass in the handouts by the end of each class 
meeting (I’ll allot time in class for you to work on these). 
Reading Quizzes (30%) 
Thirty percent of your course grade is based on your performance on twelve (12) reading 
quizzes (note that there are 13 opportunities to complete reading quizzes). These quizzes 
are meant to ensure that you are staying current on the readings and, more important, to 
help you refine your thinking about course material. Quizzes are a combination of multiple 
choice/answer, true-false, and items-in-a-series questions, and are based on the day’s 
required reading material. All reading quizzes should be completed via the class’s 
Blackboard webpage on the indicated date by the start of class. Important: You are only 
allowed to take each quiz once, you must answer each question before moving to the next, 
and you will not be shown correct answers until after the quiz submission deadline. You 
will not be able to access reading quizzes once the due date has passed. Reading Quizzes 
should be completed by 1:00 P.M. every Tuesday. 
Exams (30%) 
Thirty percent of your course grade is based on your performance on three (3) exams, 
which will cover material from lectures, required readings, and class discussion. The class 
TA (Ms. Duke) will administer exams in class on the following Thursdays: Exam 1 on 
September 19 and Exam 2 on October 10. Exam 3 will be “take-home” and should be 
completed and submitted (to Blackboard) by 11:59 P.M. on Sunday, November 3. 
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ASSIGNMENTS AND GRADES 
While measuring student “achievement” and “performance” is a 
notoriously tricky (and thorny) affair, it is my view that graded work is 
necessary to assess your progress (and my performance) in this course. I 
am aware that students arrive to this university with different prior 
experiences, learn in different ways, and may respond differently to 
different types of evaluation. The selected grade components (below) are 
meant to acknowledge and at least partly account for these differences, 
while still prioritizing direct, transparent, and fair evaluation: 

Attendance     (  7%) 
Memorandums   (  8%) 
12 Reading Quizzes   (30%) 
3 Exams      (30%) 
“Discovery” Assignments (  9%) 
Final Exam    (16%) 



“Discovery Assignments” (9%) 
Nine percent of your course grade is based on your completion of three (3) out-of-class 
assignments (note that there are 4 opportunities to submit travel logs). These assignments 
will vary (instructions and details available on Blackboard), from short, documentary 
response papers to hands-on fieldwork assignments. “Discovery Assignments will be due 
on the following Sundays: Discovery #1 on September 15, Discovery #2 on October 6, 
Discovery #3 on October 27, and Discovery #4 on November 17. 
Final Exam (16%) 
Sixteen percent of your grade will be based on your performance on a final exam. The 
final exam will cover material from lectures, required readings, and class discussion from 
the entirety of the course (i.e., it is cumulative) and will be administered at 4:00 P.M. on 
Wednesday, December 11. 

Attendance and Extra Credit 
You are allowed a maximum of three (3) non-university-related absences (note: I do not 
distinguish between “excused” and “unexcused” absences). Each absence beyond the 
allowed 3 will elicit a 7-point deduction from your final grade. More than five absences 
will result in an “F” for the course. 

During the semester, you will have the opportunity to drop your lowest-graded reading 
quiz. To earn this extra credit, you will need to attend three (3) campus events (e.g., 
lectures, cultural events, etc.). For each event, you should submit proof of attendance (e.g., 
selfie, photo, program) and a 250-word write-up explaining how the event is related to 
something we have covered in class. The deadline for all extra credit submissions is 11:59 
P.M. on Thursday, December 5. Note that in order to receive extra credit, you also need 
to attend class on Tuesday, December 3, and Thursday, December 5.  

GRADING SCALE 
This class adheres to a plus-minus grading scale, with the following grade tiers: 

A   94-100 
A-   90-93.99 
B+   87-89.99 
B   84-86.99 

B-   80-83.99 
C+   77-79.99 
C   74-76.99 
C-   70-73.99  

Note that a “D” is the lowest passing grade for this course, and an “F” constitutes a 
failing mark. See the MBook for the University’s policy on other evaluation marks. 
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Section I / Opening Statements 
WEEK 1 ————————————————————————————————— 
TUESDAY (8/27)  | No Class 
THURSDAY (8/29)  | “Today, I am an inquisitor.” 

COURSE INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW  
Recommended (Read) →  “Barbara Jordan Dies at 59” from New York Times (by Francis  
Clines). 
Recommended (Watch) → “B. Jordan Impeachment Speech.” Via YouTube. 
Recommended (Watch) → Crash Course Sociology Episode #1 

WEEK 2 —————————————————————————————————- 
TUESDAY (9/3)  | “I, Pencil, simple though I appear to be, merit your wonder.” 

TOWARDS A “SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE”  
Required → Pp. 5-14 (“The Sociological Imagination”) in The Sociology Project (TSP) (by Jeff 
Manza, Lynne Haney, and Richard Arum) 
Recommended (Read) → Pages 1-10 (“I, Pencil”) in The Freeman (by Leonard E. Read) 
Recommended (Watch) → "I, Pencil: The Movie" via YouTube (by CEI) 

THURSDAY (9/5)  | “The time is ripe…” 
DU BOIS AND THE ORIGINS OF THE DISCIPLINE 
Required → Pp. 15-19 (“The Sociological Imagination”) in TSP (by J. Manza, L. Haney, and R. Arum) 
Required → Pp. 23-37 (“Social Theory”) in TSP (by J. Manza, T. Ertman, L. Haney, and S. Lukes).  
Recommended (Read) → Pp. 1-5 (“Introduction”) in The Scholar Denied (by Aldon Morris) 
Recommended (Read) → Pp. 1-7 from “Negroes of Farmville, VA: A Social Study” (by W.E.B. Du Bois) 
 

Due → Reading Quiz #1 based on Week 2 Readings (due by 11:59 P.M. on 9/8) 

WEEK 3 ————————————————————————————————-—- 
TUESDAY (9/10)  | “The fate of our times…” 

SOCIAL THEORY 
Required → Pp. 38-44 (“Social Theory”) in TSP (by J. Manza, T. Ertman, L. Haney, and S. Lukes) 
Required (Watch) → Crash Course Sociology Episodes #5, #6, #7, #8, and #9. 
Recommended (Reference) → Pp. 1-8 from “Religious Affiliation and Social Stratification” in The 
Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (by Max Weber). 

 

DUE → Reading Quiz #2 based on 9/10 Readings (due by 4:00 P.M. on 9/10) 
THURSDAY (9/12)  | “Research is formalized curiosity.” 

SOCIOLOGICAL METHODS 
Required → Pp. 55-75 (“Studying the Social World”) in The Sociology Project (by Lynne Hayney). 
Recommended (Read) → Pp. 174-205 from “Research” in Dust Tracks on a Road (by Zora Neale 
Hurston). 
Recommended (Watch) → Crash Course Sociology #4 
 

DUE → Discovery #1 (See Blackboard for Instructions) (due by 11:59 P.M. on Sunday, 9/15) 

WEEK 4 ————————————————————————————————— 
TUESDAY (9/17)  | “They work in a meatpacking plant.” 

DE FACTO SOCIOLOGY, PT. 1 - VANESSA RIBAS AND SLAUGHTERHOUSE LIVES 
Required → Pages xi-xxi (“Preface”) in On The Line: Slaughterhouse Lives and the Making of the 
New South (by Vanesa Ribas) 
Recommended (Read) → “Book Review: On the Line…” in Labor (by Bryant Simon) 
Recommended (Watch) → "VANESA RIBAS” via Youtube 
 

Due → Reading Quiz #3 based on 9/17 Readings (due by 4:00 P.M. on 9/17) 
THURSDAY (9/19)  | EXAM 1 will cover material from all required reading, class lecture, and discussion 
from weeks 2-4. You will need a green scantron and writing utensil. 
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COURSE SCHEDULE 
Both the syllabus and the below course schedule are subject to change based 
on the needs and pacing of the class. Any such changes will be announced 
in class, and an updated syllabus will be posted to Blackboard. You are 
responsible for all changes. Stars denote important class dates (e.g., reading 
quiz dates, assignment due dates, and exam dates).

https://www.nytimes.com/1996/01/18/us/barbara-jordan-dies-at-59-her-voice-stirred-the-nation.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UG6xMglSMdk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylXVn-wh9eQ&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtMJ-AfB_7J1538YKWkZAnGA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YnCJU6PaCio
http://www.gearyassociates.com/documents/I.Pencil.2006.FEE.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYO3tOqDISE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylXVn-wh9eQ&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtMJ-AfB_7J1538YKWkZAnGA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZfGGF-YYzY&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtMJ-AfB_7J1538YKWkZAnGA&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gR3igiwaeyc&index=7&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtMJ-AfB_7J1538YKWkZAnGA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wny0OAz3g8&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtMJ-AfB_7J1538YKWkZAnGA&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wg9FWxpZeJ8&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtMJ-AfB_7J1538YKWkZAnGA&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69VF7mT4nRU&index=10&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtMJ-AfB_7J1538YKWkZAnGA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylXVn-wh9eQ&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtMJ-AfB_7J1538YKWkZAnGA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QwhK-iEyXYA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zwRB5CoR4ig


Section II / Witness Testimony 
WEEK 5 ————————————————————————————————
TUESDAY (9/24)  | “Play the game, but don’t believe in it.” 

SOCIAL STRUCTURE 
Required → Pp. 98-116 (“Social Structure”) in The Sociology Project (by Jeff Manza).  
Recommended (Reference) → Invisible Man (by Ralph Ellison) 
Recommended (Watch) →  “SOCIAL STRUCTURES” via YouTube (by Systems Innovation) 
Required (Watch) → Crash Course Sociology Episode #14  
 

Due → Reading Quiz #4 based on 9/24 Readings (due by 4:00 P.M. on 9/24) 
THURSDAY (9/26)  | “It’s a trick, a shadow on the wall.” 

POWER 
Required → Pp. 145-162 (“Power & Politics”) in The Sociology Project (by S. Lukes and J. Manza). 
Recommended (Watch) → “How to Understand Power” via YouTube (by Ted-Ed) 
Recommended (Watch) → “Game of Thrones - How Power Really Works” via YouTube (by 
Charisma on Command) 

WEEK 6 ————————————————————————————————
TUESDAY (10/1)  | “A pickup truck drives slowly down the street.” 

SOCIAL CONTROL AND DEVIANCE; SOCIAL GROUPS AND NETWORKS 
Required → Pp. 177-203 of “Deviance and Social Control" from TSP (by Troy Duster and Jeff 
Manza). 
Recommended (Read) → Pp. 19-45 from “Men and Jobs” in Tally’s Corner: A Study of Negro 
Streetcorner Men (by Elliot Liebow)  
 

Due → Reading Quiz #5 based on 10/1 Readings (due by 4:00 P.M. on 10/1) 

THURSDAY (10/3)  | “You ever chop before?” 
DE FACTO SOCIOLOGY, PT. 2 - VAN NEWKIRK II AND THE GREAT LAND ROBBERY 
Required → Sections I, II, and III in “The Great Land Robbery: The Mississippi Delta’s History of 
Black Land Theft” via The Atlantic (by Vann R. Newkirk II) 
Recommended (Watch) → "The Great Land Robbery: How Federal Policies Dispossesed Black 
Americans of Millions of Acres" via Democracy Now (feat. Van Newkirk II) 
 

DUE → Discovery #2 (See Blackboard for Instructions) (due by 11:59 P.M. on Sunday, 10/6) 

WEEK 7 ————————————————————————————————
TUESDAY (10/8)  | "But, land is never really lost.” 

DE FACTO SOCIOLOGY, PT. 2 - VAN NEWKIRK II AND THE GREAT LAND ROBBERY 
Required → Sections IV, V, and VI in “The Great Land Robbery: The Mississippi Delta’s History of 
Black Land Theft” via The Atlantic (by Vann R. Newkirk II) 
Recommended (Explore) → "HOW BLACK FARMERS WERE ROBBED OF THEIR LAND" via NPR (feat. 
Van Newkirk II) 
 

Due → Reading Quiz #6 based on 10/8 Readings (due by 4:00 P.M. on 10/8) 
THURSDAY (10/10)  | EXAM 2 will cover material from all required reading, class lecture, and discussion 
from weeks 5-7. You will need a green scantron and writing utensil. 

Section III / Cross Examination 
WEEK 8 ————————————————————————————————
TUESDAY (10/15)  | “The day Arleen and her boys had to be out was cold.” 

INEQUALITY AND SOCIAL CLASS 
Required → Pp. 1-63 in Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City (by Matthew 
Desmond) 
Recommended (Explore) → 234-260 from “Stratification” in You May Ask Yourself (by Dalton 
Conley)  
Recommended (Watch) → Crash Course Sociology Episodes #21, #22, and #23 
 

Due → Reading Quiz #7 based on 10/15 Readings (due by 4:00 P.M. on 10/15) 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=StMXdmt9etE
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtxtI5IGrfw&index=23&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtMJ-AfB_7J1538YKWkZAnGA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DeiHz5tzlws&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtMJ-AfB_7J1538YKWkZAnGA&index=24


THURSDAY (10/17)  | “I’m a hillbilly.” 
RACE AND ETHNICITY 
Required → Pp. 64-107 in Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City (by Matthew Desmond) 
Recommended (Explore) → Pp. 1-21 (“Race in the Twenty-First Century”) in Racial Domination, 
Racial Progress (by Matthew Desmond and Mustafa Embirbayer). 
Recommended (Watch) → Crash Course Sociology Episode #34 and #35  

WEEK 9 ————————————————————————————————
TUESDAY (10/22)  | “Did that hit the spot, baby?” 

GENDER, SEX, AND SEXUALITY 
Required → Pp. 111-176 in Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City (by Matthew 
Desmond)  
Recommended (Explore) → “Gender and Sexuality” in TSP (by Paula England)  
Recommended (Watch) → Crash Course Sociology Episodes #31, #32, and #33 

Due → Reading Quiz #8 based on 10/22 Readings (due by 4:00 P.M. on 10/22) 
THURSDAY (10/24)  | “Nobody wants the North Side.”  

SPACE AND PLACE 
Required → Pp. 177-241 in Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City (by Matthew 
Desmond)  
RECOMMENDED (WATCH) → "URBAN SOCIOLOGIST MATTHEW DESMOND, 2015 MACARTHUR FELLOW” VIA 
YOUTUBE (BY MACARTHUR FOUNDATION) 

 

DUE → Discovery #3 (See Blackboard for Instructions) (due by 11:59 P.M. on Sunday, 10/27) 

WEEK 10 ———————————————————————————————— 
TUESDAY (10/29)  | “What we have allowed our country to become.” 

DE FACTO SOCIOLOGY, PT. 3 - MATTHEW DESMOND AND EVICTED 
Required → Pp. 242-313 in Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City (by Matthew 
Desmond)  
Recommended (Read) → “Matthew Desmond's ‘Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American 
City’” via New York Times. (by Barbara Ehrenreich) 
 

Due → Reading Quiz #9 based on 10/29 Readings (due by 4:00 P.M. on 10/29) 
THURSDAY (10/31)  | No Class 
 

Due → Exam 3 based on Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City (due by 11:59 P.M. on 11/3) 

Section IV / Closing Arguments 
WEEK 11 ————————————————————————————————
TUESDAY (11/5)  | “These six years feel like fifty.” 

PUNISHMENT AND PRISONS 
Required → Pp. 442-462 (“Crime and Punishment”) in The Sociology Project (by Jeff Manza et al.). 
Recommended (Read) → Pp. 3-18 (“Higher Ground” in Just Mercy (by Bryan Stevenson) 
Recommended (Watch) → "Walter McMillian on 60 Minutes" via EJI (by Bryan Stevenson) 
Recommended (Watch) → Crash Course Sociology Episode #20 

 

Due → Reading Quiz #10 based on 11/5 Readings (due by 4:00 P.M. on 11/5) 
THURSDAY (11/7)  | “When they see us.” 

DE FACTO SOCIOLOGY, PT. 4 - AVA DUVERNAY AND THE EXONERATED FIVE 
Required → “The True Story of how a City in Feat Brutalized the Central Park Five.” via New 
York Times (by Jim Dwyer)  
Recommended (Watch) →  “"The Central Park Five: A Cautionary Tale of Injustice" via 
YouTube (by CBS Sunday Morning) 

WEEK 12 ————————————————————————————————
TUESDAY (11/12)  | “Take Care, Mr. Elson.” 

DE FACTO SOCIOLOGY, PT. 5 - AMERICAN HEALTHCARE 
Required → Pp. 391-409 in The Sociology Project (by Ruth Horowitz and Jennifer  
Jennings). 
Recommended (Watch) → “How does the Affordable Care Act work?” via YouTube (by 
HowStuffWorks) 

 

Due → Reading Quiz #11 based on 11/12 Readings (due by 4:00 P.M. on 11/12) 
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https://olemiss.summon.serialssolutions.com/?onesearch=db&q=evicted+Mathew+desmond#!/search?ho=t&l=en&onesearch=db&q=evicted:%20poverty%20and%20profit
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https://olemiss.summon.serialssolutions.com/?onesearch=db&q=evicted+Mathew+desmond#!/search?ho=t&l=en&onesearch=db&q=evicted:%20poverty%20and%20profit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wajNrp43q8M
https://olemiss.summon.serialssolutions.com/?onesearch=db&q=evicted+Mathew+desmond#!/search?ho=t&l=en&onesearch=db&q=evicted:%20poverty%20and%20profit
https://olemiss.summon.serialssolutions.com/?onesearch=db&q=evicted+Mathew+desmond#!/search?ho=t&l=en&onesearch=db&q=evicted:%20poverty%20and%20profit
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/28/books/review/matthew-desmonds-evicted-poverty-and-profit-in-the-american-city.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/28/books/review/matthew-desmonds-evicted-poverty-and-profit-in-the-american-city.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shzMjyuijRU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylXVn-wh9eQ&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtMJ-AfB_7J1538YKWkZAnGA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBodqwAlW3A&index=21&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtMJ-AfB_7J1538YKWkZAnGA
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/30/arts/television/when-they-see-us-real-story.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hf-bLR668g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vju70I6qSKk


THURSDAY (11/14)  | “Desegregation without Integration” 
EDUCATION AND SCHOOLS 
Required → Pp. 354-386 (“Education”) in The Sociology Project (by Caroline Persell and Dirk 
Witteveen). 
Recommended (Read) → “Desegregation Without Integration” in Integration Interrupted: 
Tracking, Black Students, and Acting White After Brown (by Karolyn Tyson) 

 

DUE → Discovery #4 (See Blackboard for Instructions) (due by 11:59 P.M. on Sunday, 11/17) 
WEEK 13 ————————————————————————————————
TUESDAY (11/19)  | “Without question.” 

MARRIAGE, FAMILY, AND FAMILY LIFE 
Required → Pp. 297-320 (“Families and Family Life”) in The Sociology Project (by Kathleen 
Gerson). 
Recommended (Read) → “Black Panther’s Royal Family Tree.” via Marvel (by Tucker Markus) 
Recommended (Read) → "Black Panther (Comic)" via Wikipedia 

 

Due → Reading Quiz #12 based on 11/19 Readings (due by 4:00 P.M. on 11/19) 
THURSDAY (11/21)  | This is a “Flex” Day, meaning f we have not had any unexpected class 
cancellations, and we are current on all course material, we will not have class today.) 

WEEK 14 ———————————————————————————————— 
NO CLASS - THANKSGIVING BREAK 

WEEK 15 ————————————————————————————————
TUESDAY (12/3)  | “What the fuck is that?” 

DE FACTO SOCIOLOGY, PT. 6 - SOCIOLOGIZING POP CULTURE 
There are no new readings for today's class meeting. Please Review your notes and 
bring them to class. Note that full attendance for this class meeting is a required to 
fulfill the requirements for this course’s “extra credit” opportunity (see p. 4 of syllabus).  

THURSDAY (12/5)  | “I yield back the balance of my time.” 
CLASS REVIEW AND CONVERSATION 
There are no new readings for today's class meeting. Please Review your notes and 
bring them to class. Note that full attendance for this class meeting is a required to 
fulfill the requirements for this course’s “extra credit” opportunity (see p. 4 of syllabus).  

WEEK 16 ———————————————————————————————— 
THURSDAY (12/12)  | The Final Exam will be administered on Thursday, December 12 at 4:00 P.M. It will 
ask you to draw on material from the entirety of the course (i.e., it is cumulative). You only need to bring a writing utensil. 
You will have three hours to complete the exam. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Panther_(comics)

